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Att. To the Major of Százhalombatta, M. Vezer

Sannazzaro 20th March 2013
Dear Major,
I write you in order to send you some news about our city according our promise during our
last meeting in Shazhalombatta.
You know in this moment there are many economic and political problems in Italy that are
even getting worse as a risult of the big spending rewievs in the economic opportunities of
the Municipality. The city government has had to cut or reduce many support services for
weaker categories. Even Christmas light has been reduced in order to save money for
maintaining the main services.
By the way, we are fighting hardly against the wasting and I do hope things will change soon
with the new government.
2013 FIRST NEWS
Last month for the carnival celebration,
our Pro-Loco Association, with the help
of some private financing, was able to
make a deal with a company that has
installed a large ice skating rink in our
central square Piazza Palestro.
For about 40 days, our young people
have a lot of fun skating after school and
also in the evening until midnight. With a
music diffusion children and teenager
enjoyed making skilled evolution around
the trees and the lamps.
Here attached some pictures.

Optical Fibres
Last year we made a project for connecting our two municipal buildings with optical fibres in
order to start a new system of data exchange between our Server and all the offices.
The goal was to save money for the connection and have much more speed data
transmission.
In the same time we have been able to connect a the fibres also six webcams for controlling
traffic and for security record.
One of them has been placed on the top of the tower and is inserted in our municipal web
site:
http://www.comune.sannazzarodeburgondi.pv.it/

CARNIVAL FEAST
On 10th February 2013, our Town has celebrated the carnival feast with a New Guinness :
The longest Chocolate of the World
In the Market Square, we made a forty metres long table with a wooden guide and, under the
precise control of a thousand citizens, the press and certificated by the our Major, our ProLoco Association with the help of a certified cook, produced a 31,14 meter long plain
chocolate.
After the certification of the
achieved Record for The longest
Chocolate of the World, the long rail
of plain chocolate has been broken
by all the citizen gathered along the
table and eaten in a few minute with
great satisfaction.
In the pictures you can see our Major Giovanni
Maggi, our Burgundo mask with big horns, our
cameramen Pietro Gatti and the speaker of the
local TV Teleracconto Stefano Calvi.

I’m Looking forward to hear from you soon.
Yours sincerely
President of the Twinning Committee
Andrea Ziglioli

